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Anthony Wright 
 
Questions: 
 
1a. Don't Know 
 
2a. Taking fingerprint and bioinformation should be done at arrest only where it is 
neccessary to assist with the investigation of the offence for which they have been 
arrested, and should be used only in relation with that offence until the subject has 
been convicted or not. Only after a successful conviction should the information be 
made generally available. 
 
2b. No, police expenditure on bioinformation should not be made a priority, it should 
be able to compete for funding to help ensure effective use of funds. 
 
2c. I strongly believe that bio-information should only be retained for those who have 
been convicted of an offence. If you are not convicted the bio-information should be 
removed from the database. 
 
2d. It is acceptable for bio-information to be taken from minors, subject to my 
comments in 2c. 
 
3a. No. Samples for suspects should be kept only while the case is being 
investigated and only for use on the case. Samples from volunteers should only be 
used for the purpose of the case being investigated and deleted when no longer 
needed. The policy should be to use bioinformation only for the purpose for which it 
was taken, and deleted once it is no longer needed for that purpose. Bio-information 
should be retained for convicted criminals to help identify other cases is which they 
have been involved. 
 
3b. Don't Know 
 
3c. Access to a bioinformation database should be rigidly controlled.  
Forensic databases can be used for non-criminal investigations, but only when the 
database is being used for a purpose which is clearly beneficial to the individual who 
supplied the sample in the database.  
However, the only example I can think of is to help identifying a dead body. 
 
3d. Transfer of bioinformation in the current database should not be allowed. Should 
the database be modified to only include convicted criminals, other UK and foreign 
law enforcement bodies should be able to use the database. Should other bodies be 
using the database, they should only be allowed to use it in accordance with UK 
law, and they should only be able to query the database, they should not be allowed 
to copy the contents of the database. 
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4a. Bio-information should only be used personally, not to help identify close 
relatives. 
 
4b. Yes, this is acceptable. 
 
4c. Volunteers should not have their bioinformation retained indefinitely, and should 
maintain control over their bioinformation. 
 
4d. No, bioinformation should only be collected if explicitly needed. 
 
5a. Don't know 
 
5b. Don't know. 
 
6a. Don't know 
 
Summary 
My view is that bioinformation, while useful for law enforcement, is private and 
personal and should be treated as such, unless an individual is found guilty of a 
criminal offence in which case they, and only they, lose the right to the privacy of 
that information.  


